
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
STATEMENT 

 
I AM inbreathing and absorbing the sacred authority from Shamballa in the initiation as 

Avatar of this Age 
I AM expanding and projecting the sacred authority from Shamballa in the initiation as 

Avatar of this Age 
 

PATTERN 
 

Each cell of the Group Avatar standing before the starry council of this system within their 
solar identity taking the vow to be the inspiration and pattern as one on Planet Earth 

(this sacred ceremony in the initiation of Avatars, takes place at the inauguration of every 
Age when the outer manifestation of the Avatar’s service is nearing the Gathering of the 

Avatars) 
 

KEYNOTES 
 

City of Shamballa – Home of the Spiritual Hierarchy 
Beethoven’s Sixth (Pastoral) Symphony, 5th Movement 

Beethoven’s String Quartet No. 15 – Hymn of Thanksgiving 
 

Beloved Gautama Lord of the World 
Song of India – Sadko – Rimsky-Korsakov 

 
Lord Maitreya 

Planetary Buddha & Cosmic Christ 
Ah Sweet Mystery of Life – Herbert 

 
Beloved Sanat Kumara 

Finlandia – Sibelius 
 

The Holy Triumvirate 
The Four Seasons Concertos 1, 2, 3, 4 – Vivaldi 

 



 
 
Beloved Spirits of Sacred Fire, 
 
I love you. I shall this month draw you as close to My Flame, within the Planetary Three-fold 
Flame, as I AM allowed by Cosmic Law … until you are so absorbed into this Omnipotent 
Flame that you know yourself firmly as Representative of Shamballa, an aspect of the Flame 
… manifesting your service to the Planet in the perfect Balance of your own Three-fold Flame, 
while wielding the God Authority of the Lord of the World in re-establishing the Perfect Balance 
of Spiritual Forces on this Planet. Join Me for a moment in Silence as We begin this visit together 
… feel My Love. Feel Our Unity … for together We are the Force of Planetary God Authority 
flowing into Humanity, re-establishing the Balance this Planet requires to move forward into 
the Light, Permanently. 

SACRED AND HOLY SHAMBALLA 
 

Welcome to My Home, the Sacred and Holy Shamballa. Much has been prepared for you this 
month, and although Lord Maitreya and Beloved Kuthumi will be your personal Hosts, I AM 



so very grateful to establish closer ties with each of you, even as I perform My Celestial duties 
as Lord of the World. Allow Me to speak of Holy Shamballa. As has been written in the Akashic 
Records, the Purpose Beloved Sanat Kumara established for the original Shamballa on Earth 
was “to make every human being a conscious Light bearer.” I have left this “project of Planetary 
Illumination” as My purpose for Shamballa, with the aim of fulfilling the Divine Plan of each 
one and, therefore, the entire Planet, which remains My responsibility. You are My evidence of 
success so far, especially when considering the Unified Planetary Lightworkers on a global basis. 
And with the Power of Synchronicity, your success will open the floodgates for Planetary success. 
You must understand your part in the Victory of Shamballa, the Victory of Planetary Balance. 
The Lord of the World “needs a body.” It has always been so, even at times when Sanat Kumara 
had but two or three conscious Light bearers embodied at certain critical moments in earlier 
history. But now, through the Unity of Group Avatar Consciousness, I have a global Christ 
Presence through which the full Love, Wisdom and Power of the Godhead will restore this Planet 
to its glorious Divine Plan! And as We proceed through the yearly cycles, you are also learning 
your own Perfect Love, Wisdom and Power. So please, take the time to contemplate your 
development of Mastery as you proceed through your day-to-day Life, as a Representative of 
Shamballa! 
 
Shamballa is that aspect of the Solar Three-fold Flame assigned the responsibility of 
maintaining the perfect Balance of Love, Wisdom and Power in the Spiritual evolution of Earth. 
It does so on an impersonal Planetary basis, so that no matter what imbalance individuals pass 
through in finding their own mastery, the Balance of the whole remains intact, something each 
member of the race can continuously depend on. The Divine Plan calls for the Christ Presence 
within Humanity to work in Unity with the Lord of the World to maintain this Balance. You 
can see from a historical perspective that the Lord of the World has had to personally sustain 
the bulk of this Love, Wisdom and Power Himself, without much cooperation from the race He 
serves. However, this is rapidly changing, and it is this Reality that I wish to highlight this 
month. It is like a developing child dependent on the sameness, security and consistency of the 
family’s Unity and Harmony, while seeking his own personal development. The more the family 
is centered in balance, the more easily each individual member will discover their own balance 
and then add that balance to the family, strengthening the whole. In this case, We speak of the 
Family of Humanity and of each member developing self-mastery on this sweet Earth. You can 
imagine the happiness of the parents in a family when their children begin to add to the Balance, 



Harmony and Unity of the family. This is how happy I AM in your Christ Service through 
Group Avatar Consciousness. 
 

DIVINE GOVERNING THROUGH THE PLANETARY THREE-FOLD FLAME 
 

The Radiation of the Planetary Three-Fold Flame at Shamballa is the Cosmic Momentum of 
Balance necessary for this Planet. This Holy Christ Flame of each one is a stepped-down Source 
of the same Cosmic Balance for the individual. At the completion of this year of Unity, it is 
therefore our project to Unify the Holy Christ Flame of Group Avatar and all Humanity with 
the Planetary and Solar Flame of Balance, until the Radiation of Shamballa (and of My own 
personal Forcefield as Lord of the Word) is tangibly Radiating through every Holy Christ 
Flame … blazing like a Sun with the aura of each Christ Conscious Light worker, and to some 
degree, within every person within Humanity! This not only perfectly completes the year of 
Unity, but, as you shall soon see, opens the door to the glorious Balancing Energies. 
 
This process is much more than a visualization or a mental concept. This is the actual 
manifestation of Shamballa’s influence established “in the everyday Life of the people,” part of 
Unifying “the center where Humanity dwells” into the Fourth Sphere of God Consciousness … 
with the Devic, Angelic and Ascended Beings of Love, Wisdom and Power. On every other Planet, 
the Lord of the World has this profound personal influence or association with each of the 
evolving Beings on that Planet … functioning within their everyday life like a loving parent. 
And while this may seem astounding to the outer mind, it is but a natural process on the Fourth 
Sphere where the Lord of the World is responsible for the Divine Plan of the Planet, which itself 
is but the Victorious Divine Plan of each one fulfilled. In My daily meditations within the 
Planetary Three-fold Flame, I make actual contact with the Holy Christ Flame of every human 
being. As more and more of Humanity realize their Christ Nature and allow It into their 
everyday life, this gives the Planetary Three-fold Flame more and more access in influencing 
the thoughts, feelings and actions of Humanity in both personal and collective ways … thereby 
affecting the perceived “reality” of the Planetary Life, gently raising Her into permanent 
Spiritual Freedom. 
 
This is an aspect of Divine Governing, the governing of Spiritual Forces within the Planet’s 
Forcefield. This influence of the Lord of the World and the Planetary Three-fold Flame is to 
ensure the perfect Balance of Love, Wisdom and Power within day-to-day Planetary Life, for 



each one to draw upon in developing his/her own mastery. It had never intended to undo or 
remove the free will of the individual or of the collective whole (group, family or nation). Rather, 
it is the continuous presence of the perfect Balance of Spiritual Forces (whose symbol is the 
Three-fold Flame), which then allows any individual or group to develop its own Divine Plan 
perfectly. It is the Solar Balance each of us was born into when we first stepped out from the 
Heart Flame of our God Parents. It was our first Reality when we perceived I AM. It is the 
Sacred backdrop that Life Itself promised would be ever present as we journeyed at the core of 
our being, and only by alignment and Unity with Its Love, Wisdom and Power do we attain 
our own Divine Plan fulfilled. 
 
It is the absence of this backdrop in conscious Planetary Life and the ensuing sense of 
abandonment that affects so much of Humanity. It is the root of much manifest imbalance in 
thought, feeling and behavior, and there is a profound longing (sometimes excruciating) within 
all beings to rediscover this backdrop … again to feel they have “come Home.” When a person 
has a religious or philosophical “conversion,” it is fueled by this longing to rediscover security 
and consistency and to provide meaning in day-to-day experiences. Some of Humanity 
successfully find this in religious conversion, and yet, many of Humanity reject religious 
conversion because of the previous mistrust of religion itself or because of the imbalance of 
fundamentalism as the “content” of that conversion. The natural process intended from the 
beginning was that the backdrop (or Forcefield of Spiritual Balance) be consistently present 
(particularly highlighted in the earlier developing years) … and then individuals find their own 
Love, Wisdom and Power by doing so. This process takes place on all other Planets. It is also the 
mechanism by which the Cosmic Christ manifests the limitless aspects of the “Perfection of 
Being” on Earth. For the Cosmic Christ also works through the Planetary Three-fold Flame, so 
that as each one receives the direct Radiation of the Cosmic Christ in bringing his/her own 
Christ Nature to full fruition … the Unity of which on a global basis constitutes the embodied 
Cosmic Christ! Contemplate this, as you sojourn with Beloved Maitreya this month. 

 
BALANCE WITHIN BALANCE 

 
There is also a Balance to be discovered in discovering balance. Allow Me to explain. Individuals 
must develop within their own lifestreams the perfect Harmony of Love, Wisdom and Power, 
their own Sacred Trinity of Creation, which will propel them throughout eternity as evolving 
Gods and Goddesses. But each one must also balance his/her own individual development with 



the development of the whole, be it the family, the group, nation or planet, for each level of 
organization, from the atom through to the Galaxy, has its own Divine Plan to fulfill. Therefore, 
all developing Spiritual Beings must find the perfect Balance of their own Divine Plan in context 
with the developing Divine Plan of their family, their group, their nation and – particularly at 
this time – of their Planet and Solar System. From this you can see more of the depth and 
breadth of the Love, the Wisdom and the Power to be attained from the Godhead. 
 
This developing Balance is unique within the Human Kingdom. Elemental Life is more simple. 
There, the Life process is geared toward the group almost entirely. In the Life of insects, for 
example (and insects are a tremendous lifeforce upon this Planet), the individual is always 
subservient to the development of the whole. But in insect life, the Center of Life is within the 
group Deva, who sustains the lifeforce for that group. In Humanity, the center of Life is each 
one’s Holy Christ Flame. For, on earth, only the human Kingdom has the supreme gift of 
individual free will. They alone are developing into Gods and Goddesses, as continuous co-
creators with the Mother-Father God. Yet, Humanity also has a “collective whole” to its nature 
which it must discover and evolve … the Unity of all Holy Christ Flames on the Fourth Sphere, 
within the Cosmic Christ … the Flame of Humanity’s Christhood at Shamballa! The Cosmic 
Christ is like a group Deva, watching over the Family of Humanity as it develops into the 
Family of God Beings on Earth … manifesting the limitless variations of perfect Being on 
Earth, but with the Reality always of the Family of Humanity as the principal backdrop. This 
Balance is particularly necessary at this Cosmic Moment of the Earth’s transformation into 
Fourth Dimensional Consciousness. And it is in this Sacred Service that I, as the Lord of the 
World, require your one-pointed consecrated service, both in inner work (in establishing Spiritual 
Forces) and in the outer work of Illumining the awakening consciousness of Humanity. 
 
This process I outline here reflects the Balance of all Divine Beings … the continuum of existence 
between an identity as an individual I AM Presence through to complete Oneness with the 
Universal I AM Presence. From My vantage point, the cells of Group Avatar are becoming 
more secure in their individual Christ Identity and can now afford to think of their collective 
identity as a functioning Planetary organism centered in the Cosmic Christ, leading Humanity 
into the same experience … fulfilling the purpose of Shamballa and of My own Divine Plan. 
 

DRAW CLOSE TO SHAMBALLA’S LIGHT 
 



Therefore, you shall be drawn close to My Flame and My Service this month, but also to that 
of Beloved Maitreya the Cosmic Christ … and that of Beloved Micah, the Angel of Unity Whose 
Cosmic Forcefield of Unity Radiates through Shamballa, encompassing the entire Earth in a 
beautiful Sapphrine Blue Radiance. Come often in projected Consciousness during your 
meditations or while the body is asleep. The Sacred Forcefield of Shamballa, and the Planetary 
Three-fold Flame is more available to the Lightworkers this month than ever before. Come … 
come and Inbreathe, Absorb, Expand and Project this Flame and assist Me in the Victory of 
Shamballa. Take this into your awakened day-to-day service. Approach every experience with 
the silent God Authority of the Planetary Three-Fold Flame. Say often that “I AM a 
Representative of Shamballa … I AM the perfect Balance of Spiritual Forces this experience 
needs.” See each experience enveloped in the aura and Radiance of your own Three-fold Flame, 
thus within the Radiance of the Planetary Three-fold Flame, as the two have become One. Feel 
Beloved Micah, Beloved Lord Maitreya, and Myself in Action through your Forcefield of 
Balance! … giving Us Our most profound access into Humanity. For this I AM so very grateful.  
 
Say often with Me, “I AM the Light of the World … I AM the Lord of the World in Action here 
and now.” You and I will develop this month in your Planetary Life the profound loving 
association We have always maintained on the Fourth Sphere … and through global Group 
Avatar I shall establish this on a Planetary basis. The loving embrace of the Spirit and Sponsors 
of this year shall seal this Activity in eternal Unity and a manifest Peace. 
 
In the Authority of the Planetary Three-fold Flame, So Be It … I now leave you in the glorious 
Spiritual embrace of My dear Brother, Lord Maitreya, Whose tremendous aura is developing 
this Planet in His Love, Wisdom and Power of the Cosmic Christ throughout this month. 
 
I AM 
Gautama 
 
 
 
 
 
 



It is My Joy Supreme to greet you in the Sacred Radiance of Our Lord of the World, within 
Celestial Shamballa, Our true Home. Here We all bow in reverence to the eternal governing 
Supremacy of the Universal Three-fold Flame, allowing each of Us to develop in fullness as an 
aspect of Its own Divine Presence. 
 
Your presently serve this Three-fold Flame as Its physical vehicle, collectively maintaining the 
mechanism through which I, as the Cosmic Christ, can extend My influence as “Keeper of the 
Flame” further into Humanity. I, of course, have My Individual Identity and do use it to 
influence certain leaders or individuals in all areas of Life on Earth. But in the “Balance within 
Balance” that our Beloved Lord of the World speaks of this month, My Identity is more focused 
on “the Whole,” on My Oneness with you, the collective Christ Consciousness, now embodied on 
Earth through Planetary Lightworkers everywhere. 
 
The Divine Plan of the Cosmic Christ is integrally unified with Shamballa and Its Influence 
on Humanity. For many centuries, Sanat Kumara was everything to this Planet … Lord of the 
World, Head of the Spiritual Hierarchy, the Cosmic Christ, the Teacher to Masters and 
Humanity. Now, of course, Lord Gautama is Lord of the World, Beloved Kuthumi is the World 
Teacher, and I serve as the Cosmic Christ. But these Spiritual Offices remain Unified, all 
centered through Shamballa. Shamballa is the Supreme Spiritual Forcefield associated with this 
Planet, wielding Its Celestial Authority on behalf of the Spiritual Development of individuals 
and of Humanity in the fulfillment of Earth’s Divine Plan. It is, therefore, of utmost importance 
that the Lightworkers relate to Shamballa as just that … a Fourth Dimensional Spiritual 
Forcefield. The Spiritual aura of the Planetary Three-fold Flame Radiates throughout the 
Planet, through the vehicle of the Holy Christ Flame of each one, particularly those of the 
conscious of Lightworkers, and can be found in the Light at the center of every electron making 
up this sweet Earth. This is the case on every other Planet in the Solar System. Lord Gautama 
has spoken of the relationship of Christed individuals to Shamballa at this important time, and 
I ask you to contemplate this until you are fully illumined to its import. You have become part 
of the working of Shamballa. 
 
The World Teacher, the Lord Maha Chohan, the Manu, the Angel of Unity (Beloved Micah), 
and Myself (as Cosmic Christ) are often in meditation with the Lord of the World in the full 
Radiance of the Planetary Three-fold Flame. These meditations are the heights of Cosmic Glory 
and Balance, while in the aura of the Supreme Illumination and Compassion of Lord Gautama. 



The full Radiance of the Flame is the direct outflow of the Celestial Three-fold Flame in the 
Center of the Sun. In these meditations, Lord Gautama extends a Ray of Light from the 
Planetary Three-fold Flame into the Three-fold Flame within all Humanity. In this He makes 
Himself a bridge or relay station so that each being consciously (in the case of the Lightworkers) 
or unconsciously (the great masses) remains directly unified with the God Parent’s Heart Flame, 
and thus with the eternal upward evolutions of all Life. For no matter the personal development, 
no matter the denial of their own God Presence within, Lord Gautama has the Supreme 
Illumination and Compassion to ensure that each one remains unified with his/her Planet … 
like the wayward child who is loved totally by his Family, even when lost in the maya of human 
illusion. 
 

COMPASSION 
 

The World Teacher, Lord Maha Chohan, the Manu, Beloved Micah and I assist the Lord of 
the World on a continuous basis in these meditations, allowing Us to absorb the fullness of His 
Compassion into Our own developing Light. We also gain from this the Illumination to further 
Our own service in Unifying the race with its own God Presence, with the Family of Humanity, 
with the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms and with the Ascended Master Realms of eternal 
Light. All Ascended Masters participate in these meditations to some degree, some more directly 
than others, depending on Their own particular service to Humanity. Lord Gautama has, over 
the recent years, been more accepting of the embodied Lightworkers consciously participating 
with Him in these Planetary meditations of compassion. And I AM here imploring you to purify 
and align your consciousness with the Celestial Shamballa so you, too, may absorb and 
assimilate the Supreme Illumination and Compassion of Lord Gautama into your daily service. 
It is the quintessential experience of Planetary Love. And there is a “window of opportunity” 
this month firmly to begin (or to expand) your relationship with this daily Planetary 
meditation. 
 
In doing so, you will experience Compassion as the height of impersonal Divine Love on a global 
scale. Compassion contains the Wisdom to know what others need for their own Spiritual 
development, and provide it in silence. Compassion is the Divine Power and tenacity to hold 
steadfast to that which you know is the ultimate Truth for each one and of the Planet, in the 
face of all human illusion or imbalance. Compassion is the most effective way of Loving this 
Planet and its teeming Lifeforce seeking Freedom. It is perfect detachment from the illusion that 



yet clouds the Truth, keeping the door open for all Life to see the same Truth you now live 
within! It is your opportunity to develop your Buddhic Consciousness, joining the eternal linkage 
of Celestial Buddhas centered in Divine Compassion. Visualize yourself as you might see Lord 
Gautama, seated upon the Lotus Throne of your own Three-fold Flame holding the Earth in 
your embrace of Love, Wisdom and Power, silently providing Her Lifeforce the perfect Balance 
of Spiritual Forces required for Her complete Spiritual Freedom. 
 
Meditate daily with Lord Gautama, contemplating the Office of the Lord of the World, who 
alone holds responsibility for the entire Planet’s forward evolution … sustaining a Force of Light 
within the race to ensure basic self-conscious development and a consistent opportunity for 
Spiritual progress. You make take this for granted in your own life, but there are yet great 
pockets of imbalance within Humanity, where it remains almost impossible to find opportunity 
for Spiritual progress in this lifetime. We must transmute the situation by the Power of the 
Planetary Three-fold Flame, bringing the opportunity for advancement to each one who has 
made that choice before God. Beloved Sanat Kumara brought us all through the darkest 
moments in this Planet’s history, into this present opportunity. Lord Gautama shall now take 
this Planet Home permanently into the Realms of God Consciousness. Allow Me to remind you 
that when you embodied with the opportunity of becoming a conscious Lightworker, you vowed 
to assist Lord Gautama in this service of Planetary Compassion, from within Humanity itself. 
Meditate upon this, for here you are with an opportunity to fulfill this vow. Continuously 
contemplate this, with gratitude, as you sojourn with the Lord of the World this month. You also 
pledged to assist the Cosmic Christ, something you and I have meditated upon through the years 
since. And here you are building My Body, the Planetary Group Avatar through which I may 
function in Fourth Dimensional Consciousness with Humanity. 
 
As you dwell this month in the Radiance of Shamballa, in the Celestial Presence of the Planetary 
and Social Spiritual Hierarchy, you will have an opportunity to meditate with Us on the 
transition of the Spirit of the Year and the Ceremonies including a new cycle. I wish to convey 
to you the great Light of Beloved Micah; how well He has served the Planet through this year 
of Unity. He and I remain “as one” since the Christian Drama, when He, as Beloved Jesus, 
allowed Me to function directly through Him into Humanity. He shall be here at Shamballa 
this entire month to assist you, the present Planetary Group Avatar, to do the same. His great 
Light shall help Unify Group Avatar and the Cosmic Christ until each of you feel the Presence 
of the Cosmic Christ working through you individually and, more importantly, through your 



global Presence! Through our meditations together, the Planetary Forcefield of Group Avatar 
shall become the Planetary Forcefield of the Cosmic Christ! I shall speak more to you on this in 
the Glorious incoming year. 
 

EXPANDING THE THREE-FOLD FLAME 
 

The expansion of the Three-fold Flame is the purpose of Shamballa, governing all inner and 
outer life simply by establishing the Perfection of Its own Balance, allowing every other aspect 
of Life to find its state of Perfection as well. The Immortal Victorious Three-fold Flame is the 
Center of Existence in Humanity, through which the great Lifeforce pours Its limitless 
Perfection into the infinite varieties of individual Mastery, in the manifestation of the Divine 
Plan. Concentrate this month on expanding your own Three-fold Flame. See and feel your 
Three-fold Flame as the governing Force within your Heart Chakra, influencing all that you 
feel … within your Throat Chakra governing all that you say … within your Head Centers 
governing all that you think and receive. See your Three-fold Flame as a magnificent aura from 
below your feet to above your head to the outermost reaches of your Planetary Sphere of 
Influence. Know It to be the governing influence of Divine Balance within every person, place, 
condition and thing currently a part of your life, extending into those situations the Cosmic 
Love, Wisdom and Power of Shamballa, allowing them all to evolve into their own Divine Plan, 
made manifest now! Project your magnificent Three-fold Flame before you, so that you always 
arrive into the Balance of Cosmic Love, Wisdom and Power, as every experience arises in your 
life. Sit in the Sacred aura of Lord Gautama, Beloved Micah, and all of the Ascended Masters 
gathered here this month, and feel the Earth cradled in your own Three-fold Flame, sustaining 
and expanding a Light Force of perfect Balance that creates the opportunity for every man, 
woman and child to discover their own Christ Consciousness and the Power of Light within their 
own Flame … each one becoming a consecrated Light bearer. 
 
There is no greater way to love Humanity than finally to establish and expand this Activity of 
the Three-fold Flame. As you meditate with the Beloved Lord of the World, feel the tremendous 
Compassion that comes from Buddhas beyond Buddhas, all flowing through our Beloved Lord 
Gautama. Feel your Sacred Compassion, your love for each one of your own, every human being 
on this Planet, just as Beloved Jesus cared for each of the “lost sheep, not one being uncared for.” 
 



Consecrate your entire Being – from your Solar Presence in the Sun through your atomic 
cellular physical presence – to Unity with Shamballa, with the entire Planetary and Celestial 
Spiritual Hierarchy gathered around the Flame at Shamballa. Consecrate your Unity with all 
of Humanity, through you own developing Compassion for all Life. Reconfirm your Unity with 
the Flame of Humanity’s Christhood within the Cosmic Christ. And in this Balancing Activity 
of Love, Wisdom and Power, we shall greet the New Year in a mighty Celestial Ceremony with 
the Ascended Masters in the opening Energies on New Year’s Eve. Representatives of the Sun 
and Central Sun shall be in Earth’s atmosphere, and They long to record tangibly your Presence 
as an example of Humanity’s cooperation with the Great Plan. This, then, allows the Karmic 
Board to dispense greater grants of Divine Energies to the Ascended Masters and Their 
Planetary Lightworkers in the further transformation of this Planet into its perfect balance. 
 
I give you My personal Love, Wisdom and Power to sustain you through every experience you 
pass through, even as you call upon the Love, Wisdom and Power of the collective Group Avatar 
… for the two are clearly becoming One Planetary Spiritual Forcefield. I leave you now, as 
together, from within the Planetary Three-fold Flame, We give the Great Invocation: 
 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God 
Let Light stream forth into the minds of men. 

Let Light descend on Earth. 
From the point of Love within the Heart of God 
Let Love stream forth into the Hearts of men. 

May Christ return to Earth. 
From the center where the Will of God is known 

Let purpose guide the little wills of men –  
The purpose which the Masters know and serve. 
From the center which we call the race of men 

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out 
And may it seal the door where evil dwells. 

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth. 
 
So Be It! 
Maitreya 
Cosmic Christ 



 
 

GLORIOUS SHAMBALLA 
 

As once again this glorious and ancient Focus of Love to the Earth becomes active and you wend 
your way there in consciousness, you will experience an even greater expansion of Light and 
Love in your own world, for even this Mighty Focus has expanded Its Light since last you visited 
there. 
 
Under this glorious NEW VIBRATION which is taking dominion of the Earth – and which, 
after all, is not NEW, but is the oldest Vibration in existence since it was the Original Vibration 
– tremendous changes are taking place in every department of Life, and even Glorious 
Shamballa’s Light and Love have increased beyond any way of explaining. 
 
All the old methods and instructions must go to make way for the New Life, the New Method, 
the New Tool that is to be used to set this blessed Planet free – and that is DIVINE LOVE! 
Therefore, dear students, let your consciousness be saturated with that great selfless LOVE that 
has poured from Shamballa for so many countless years. This year, BECOME that Lord of 
Love, that you have thought about and talked about for so long. 



Every call that you make for yourself, EXPAND IT through the Power of Divine Love to go 
to every part of Life on this dear Planet. 
 
Forget your mistakes, and forget the mistakes of mankind and see each part of Life Holy, Perfect 
and FREE. Pour the conscious Flame of Love from your Heart to whatever your attention is 
upon to assist in dissolving and transmuting everything less than God’s Perfection back into its 
pure and perfect form an activity – FREE – forever, through God’s Divine Love. 
 
As you send your Love and Gratitude to Shamballa and to Beloved Sanat Kumara, without 
Whose Love the Earth would not be, and to the Beloved Lord Gautama, Lord Maitreya, the 
Maha Chohan and All Who have assisted you over the past year, let your Heart earnestly ask 
that YOU may make the Balance in your world, by pouring out such Divine Love, Blessings 
and Illumination that every part of Life you contact is made aware instantly of their own Great 
I AM PRESENCE – their Source – and joins in helping this Planet into Its Ascension as 
quickly as possible. 
 

THE MAGNETIC POWER OF LOVE 
 

From the smallest living intelligence to the Greatest Universal Sun, the Magnetic Power of Love 
is the ONE activity that knows neither space, time nor barrier, but transcending all forms and 
matter, rushes toward fulfillment of Itself wherever the vibration of Love calls it forth! Truly, 
Love knows Its Own, and no disguise, no shadow, no form, can hide Truth and Love from Life! 
 
Long did I meditate upon the Love of God, as contrasted with the terrible appearances that 
afflicted the brothers and sisters who shared with me a place beneath the hot Sun. In My Heart 
I prayed that I might understand the Nature of the Creator Who could sustain and energize 
such unhappiness. If I, a son of man, could find such pain within My fellow’s distress, it did not 
seem within the realms of logic to believe the Supreme Intelligence from Whose Bosom We all 
came forth could tolerate such iniquities. 
 
The battle between My reason, mind and intellect, My sympathies and My rebellions took many 
years, as Earth count is reckoned, before I came to an understanding of the Love of God and 
His Sweet Design for all His Creatures! Until I could look upon the world and all within it and 
see it as He, in His Love, conceived it and held it still. 



 
My entire Life became a dedicated pilgrimage to convey the feeling of God for His Children to 
those who chose to participate in My joyous realization. After the close of My Earth Life and 
the completion of the Cycle that followed My Ministry. I was enabled to enter the Deep Heart 
of the Great Silence, coming forth as you know once each year (at the Wesak Festival) to bring 
the blessings and benedictions of God to the evolutions still walking the Earth. 
 
Then, the call for Mercy came so strongly through the Interplanetary communication system, 
that I was drawn from the Heart of the Silence and, in interest, chose to return to the Earth to 
see multiplied a hundred-fold the desire for Mercy for all Life within the yet bound souls of men. 
As the magnet draws the Light of the Sun and creates a Flame, so does this deep Heart desire 
for Mercy from the souls of men, draw the Flame of Our Presence, for LOVE CANNOT BE 
DENIED! 
 
I shall endeavor, through Lord Maitreya and Kuthumi, to intensify the outpouring of Love 
Divine through the teachers of the race, those embodied and those yet awaiting embodiment. I 
shall endeavor to assist you each one, to remembrance of that feeling which you enjoyed in My 
presence and which is within the substance of your etheric envelopes awaiting invocation to live 
again for you today! 
 
May you know the Ecstasy of the Love which God Is – and which it is My privilege to transfer 
to those who choose to love Him. The Blessings of the God of Love be upon you each one! 
 
Lord Gautama – Lord of the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LET LOVE BALANCE YOUR KARMA 
 
My dearest ones, do you realize that you have the greatest gift in the Universe in the conscious 
knowledge of your own I AM Presence as your Source of Life, and the realization that your only 
obligation to Life is to that God Presence and to ever expand the Love and Light, which It pours 
to you in the amount that you decree! This is by far the greatest gift in the Universe, to know 
that you can consciously acknowledge your Source of Life any time you so desire and receive an 
immediate response from your Godhead. 
 
I want you to remember, above all in your service, which is to come, that when you love your 
own I AM Presence above everything, even if you have centuries of destructive momentum in 
your aura, that you have absolutely no obligation to balance that destructive karma through 
the means which most people choose to go through – because – as long as you love your own I 
AM Presence, this automatically balances everything. No matter how many centuries or how 
many embodiments you have used to build destructive momentum, your karma will be 
automatically transmuted by loving Life! 
 
I want this to go forth to as many as possible so that when some imperfection comes into your 
world, do not say any longer, “Well, here is some imperfection that I have created, and it is now 
returned to me to be transmuted,” because this is no longer true! If, instead, you will turn your 
attention to your own I AM Presence and LOVE IT INTENSELY, if there is some 
imperfection from the past, it will be immediately balanced and everything set in Divine Order.  
 
The Light of My Presence is with each of you – and of course, Our Beloved Saint Germain and 
LaMorae, as well as Myself, constantly stand by to render any possible assistance after you first 
go to your own I AM Presence. God Bless you! 
 
Lord Maitreya 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HONORING THE PRESENCE OF GOD 
 

When a chela honors the Power of God released either directly from the Source of All Life, or 
indirectly through one of the Messengers of the Kingdom, such a person, through his own 
consciousness, accepts the God Power as a REALITY that cannot be denied, as an Awesome 
Presence Whose Power is Omnipotent, and as an Omniscient Grace whose efficacy is limitless. 
When such a state of Heart and mind is established and maintained by any individual part of 
the One Life, his consciousness becomes a mystical, magnetic focus that releases the ever-present 
God-Power into the three-dimensional plane. 
 
In their very innermost nature, every Blessed and Holy One, through uplifted thought and 
feeling, are constantly adoring the God-Principle, acknowledging Its Active Presence through 
them, and honoring the limitless power of that I AM PRESENCE, which knows no defeat nor 
failure in anything. This is active Faith – the Faith that moves mountains. When this state of 
Heart and mind is achieved (and it can be by sincere contemplation upon the Presence of God), 
the chela abides in an inner Peace and Tranquility, for he does not expect to wrest from his own 
personality, or another’s, that which the personal self cannot give. In the silent salutation to the 
ever-present and abiding Power of the God of Love, his recognition, acceptance and devotion 
releases the Power of the Presence to accomplish all things in his daily living. 
 
When the chela realizes that the God-Power will act for and through him, this is one of the 
greatest links between the chela and the Ascended Master – for while the chela thinks that the 
God-Power will act only for the Ascended Master, he has yet far to go. The line of demarcation 
is fine, but, as we move forward on The Pathway, we learn to honor the Presence NOW, in 
ourselves and in all Life. 
 
Beloved Kuthumi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Great Invocation 
 

There is an aspect of this current transition that I desire to highlight in My present Service. 
The Great Invocation has been chanted by the Lord of the World since the coming of Sanat 
Kumara. It calls for the return of the Divine Plan. It is now time for its completion … its 
fulfillment! I ask you to read this Invocation often until you can chant it from memory. Each 
aspect of it is important. You have been apprised that, in cooperation with many Ascended and 
Cosmic Beings, along with your combined Light on Earth, I was able, during this Year of Peace, 
to “seal the door where evil dwells.” This begins the complete fulfillment of the Great Invocation. 
Step by step, each aspect of It has been accelerated through the years to where now the point of 
Light, the point of Love and the Center where the Will of God is known are Unified and 
functioning within Humanity! 
 
In our meditations this month, we shall break the silence to give this Invocation together many 
times, until its momentum, like a great bell tone, awakens the Three-fold Flame in the three 
higher centers of every human being. 
 
It is a great Joy to Host you at Shamballa, along with many Cosmic and Ascended Beings, 
Representative of the Sun and the Avatars of all Ages. I hope to reveal to the Great Central Sun 
the approaching readiness of Earth for the great Cosmic Inbreath of this Solar System. 
 
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth. So Be It! 
 
I AM Gautama, 
Lord of the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE GREAT INVOCATION 
 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God 
Let Light stream forth into the minds of men. 
Let Light descend on Earth. 
From the point of Love within the Heart of God 
Let Love stream forth into the Hearts of men. 
May Christ return to Earth. 
From the center where the Will of God is known 
Let purpose guide the little wills of men – 
The purpose which the Masters know and serve. 
From the center which we call the race of men 
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out. 
And may It seal the door where evil dwells. 
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Beloved Co-Servers on the Altar of Love, 
 
Love has been written of throughout the history of this Planet in countless different ways. I 
would like to speak to you on the Love I have known, derived from My Spiritual development on 
Venus, My Solar development with Alpha and Omega, and in My Service to Earth in particular, 
in Loving Her back from the brink of being dissolved as a Planet to Her present point of 
Restoration and complete Victory. 
 
Love is completing what you set out to accomplish in the name of Love. Completing your 
accomplishment requires establishing the Presence of your Three-fold Flame as a governing 
Intelligence and Power throughout the Sphere of Influence you have chosen to serve … whether 
it be a family, city, nation, planet or solar system. Becoming a governing Intelligence and Power 
does not mean you govern others, for each has free will. It does mean you establish a Forcefield 
of Power and Intelligence that will support and prosper others in discovering and fulfilling their 



own Divine Plan, no matter how long this takes. This is the Love Nature I have established on 
Earth. 
 
Completion is Love. This is the hour of Completion. Completion for Group Avatar is the 
establishment of your Three-fold Flame from the upper boundary of your present evolution (the 
Flame in the Sun) to the outermost boundary of your Sphere of Influence (the physical atom of 
form) and in all spheres in between … the center of which is Our Beloved Shamballa. Full 
completion of the Divine Plan comes from each Being establishing the Power, Intelligence and 
influence of their own Three-fold Flame throughout a certain sphere … the synchronized, 
exponential expansion of all individual Three-fold Flames into one family Flame, one national 
Flame, one Planetary Flame, or one Solar Flame. In the case of our sweet Earth, this Planetary 
Flame is the Flame of Humanity’s Christhood … the Flame of Humanity’s completion, at 
Shamballa. 
 
I pray that you now understand the Cosmic Power of Love encoded in the Theme and 
Thoughtform of this year. The Theme has been completion of present Humanity into a new 
Heaven and a new Earth. Completion always brings birth in its wake. Thus, your completion 
prepares the way for the Sixth and Seventh Root Race Perfection to enter and establish the full 
combined Power of their Three-fold Flame within this Planetary Sphere of Influence, unfolding 
such Perfection as would stretch your own imagination to its limits. The completion of your 
individual Christ Consciousness brings with it the birth of your Solar Development. The 
completion of your collective Christ Consciousness within the completion of Group Avatar brings 
with it the birth of this Earth’s future in the Solar System and the completion of its separateness 
from Universal I AM Presence. The completion of this Earth’s present energies will bring with 
it not only a new Earth but a new Heaven … the birth of a new Solar Hierarchy associated with 
Earth. All of this is Love in Action! … ever expanding, eternally! 
 
Each year also has its cycles of firth and completion. We are in the time of completion of this 
Sacred year. Just as the birth and expansion phase has its Festivals marking important releases 
of Energy (Easter, Wesak and the Festival of Humanity in June), so does the completion phase 
have its Sacred Ceremonies. In the preceding three months, there has been a harvest of this year’s 
Love Energies from the three Kingdoms associated with Earth: September 30 was the Angelic 
Harvest; October 30, the Elemental Harvest; and November 30, Humanity’s Harvest, which 
then leads directly into the month of Shamballa where all is offered unto the Lord of the World, 



who breathes this Harvest of Love into the Flame of Humanity’s completion and the Permanent 
Spiritual Atom of Earth. 
 
Contemplate deeply the completion Energies of this year, of your Christ Development, of the 
Fifth Root Race Energies of the Vaisavata Manu, and of all the forces in opposition to the 
Divine Plan. Meditate upon your Three-fold Flame in Action as a governing Intelligence and 
Power throughout all these Spheres of Influence. Expand your Three-fold Flame of Love, 
Wisdom and Power until Its Radiance fills all time and space of Earth and Humanity. See and 
feel the future becoming NOW … the birth of the Sixth and Seventh Root Races, of your Solar 
Development, of the Forces of Light from within Humanity governing this Planet, and of the 
coming of this New Year. Feel the Three-fold Flame of all other cells of Group Avatar also 
establishing their Sacred Power and Intelligence throughout all these Spheres of Influence. When 
all of this is felt at the core of your Being as the only reason for your existence on Earth, then 
you will know the Love Nature I represent in My Service to Earth. I offer you My Love, Support 
and Influence in establishing your completed Love Nature on Earth, then to expand it further 
in service to the Solar System. I have done this for many Masters and Avatars, and I AM here 
to do it for you as well. Call to Me and, upon My response, come unto Me! 
 
I shall be with My Beloved Lady Venus and Our Family of Kumaras in residence at Shamballa 
this month, with Representatives of the Sun and all previous Avatars Who yet project Their full 
Consciousness into Shamballa’s Sacred Flame. The Glorious Ceremonies of the completion of this 
Year’s Energies and the birth of the New Year Energies (between the Royal Teton and 
Shamballa) shall become as one Light at these times. In the Presence of Our Beloved Karmic 
Board, you will see your efforts at completion in this year give birth to a new and wonderful 
opportunity for your collective Love Nature to bring tangible results as a governing Intelligence 
and Power in, through and around this Planet Earth. 
 
Remember, Love is completing that which you set out to accomplish in the Name of Love. You 
and I spoke of these things aeons ago. And now, here we are on the verge of completion. And there 
you will find Me always … I Love you! 
  
I AM Sanat Kumara 
 
 



 



  

 Age of Freedom    
Year 65 December 2019 

  

 
15 

Last Day to submit petitions 
 

21 
Transmission of the Flame Ceremony 

 
Statement 

I AM inbreathing and absorbing the sacred authority from Shamballa in the 

initiation as Avatar of this Age 

I AM expanding and projecting the sacred authority from Shamballa in the 

initiation as Avatar of this Age 

 
Pattern 

Each cell of the Group Avatar standing before the starry council of this system 

within their solar identity taking the vow to be the inspiration and pattern as one 

on Planet Earth 

(this sacred ceremony in the initiation of Avatars, takes place at the 

inauguration of every Age when the outer manifestation of the Avatar’s service is 

nearing the Gathering of the Avatars) 
 

25 
Christmas 

 
26 

Decree to support petitions and burning petitions thru 31 
 

28 
Lake of Violet Fire over The Teton Retreat thru 31 

 

 
 
 


